LIST OF WVSU-MC SUPPLIERS/CONTRACTORS

AIM MERCHANDISING
ACE HARDWARE (SM CITY)
A.M. BUILDERS DEPOT
EZ AUDIO SOUND SYSTEM
ALTAMEDICA INC.
AUTOMATIC RESPONSE, INC.
ANTHONETTE GLASS & ALUMINUM SERV.
ALLIN MACHINERIES
APSTAR TRADERS & PRINTER
ASIA GLASS PALACE
ALTO AUDIO DESIGN
AIRPAC SYSTEM CONTROL, INC.
ANICETO GULLO
APTRADE ENTERPRISES
APPLIED MAGNETICS & ELECTRICAL
AH LAMBERT SERVICES
BIOMEDICAL HEALTH CARE INC.
BLUE SKY TRADING
BC ENTERPRISES
BRONCO ENT.
BLACKSTONE MARKETING
BIOSPECTRA MARKETING
BELMAN LABORATORIES, INC.
BERLIN PHARMACY
BEROVAN MARKETING
BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.
CEBU RTK MARKETING INC.
CEBU FAR EASTERN DRUGS, INC.
CHEMVALLEY RESOURCES, INC.
COPYLANDIA OFFICE SYSTEMS CORP.
CITY GAS INC.
CORDS IND. SALES
COMPUTRON BUSINESS CENTER
CENTRAL PHILIPPINE UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER SUPPORT CENTER
CHEMTRUST IND. SALES
CYBERLINK COMPU SALES
CONTINENTAL PACIFIC AGRITRade
CULASI GEN. MERCHANDISING
C GAN ENTERPRISES
CROWNTECH COMPUTER CENTER
COMGLASCO AG CORP.
DEOTEK HOSP. EQUIPT. & SALES
DEVELOPMENT BANK OF THE PHILS.
DOMESTIC CONST. SUPPLY
DINGLE MPC
DN DISTRIBUTION CENTER
DLC ELECTRO MECH.
DOST VI
824 CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY
ELECTRO WORLD, INC.
ELM INDUSTRIAL SALES
EMCOR ENTERPRISES
ERA ENTERPRISES
ERA ENTERPRISES
ESPAÑOLA UPHOLSTERY
EURO-MED. LABORATORIES, INC.
EXCLUSIVE TRADERS INC.
FRESENIUS MED. CARE PHILS.
FERNANDO MED. ENT. INC.
F & E ENTERPRISES
FVA EX-IM TRADING, INC.
FABSON INC.
FELINES GIFT SHOP INC.
FRANCES ENTERPRISES
FIRST ENVISION MARKETING
FAR EASTERN HARDWARE
FGN AUTO SUPPLY
GENDIESEL PHILS. INC.
GEOMER REFRIGERATION & AIRCON SERVICE
GUIL-BERN CORP.
GENCARE MED. DISTRIBUTION
GARY'S CLOTHES
GLOBAL CRITICARE INC.
GLOBAL TRADE CORP.
GEMS ELECTRONICS
GLOBAL TRADE CORP.
GEMS ELECTRONICS
GLOBAL HEALTH CARE PRODUCT
G & S TRADING
HOLIDAY ENTERPRISES
HEALTH SOLUTIONS ENT. INC.
HIMEX CORP.
HOMER SUPERIOR
HOSPITAL LINK
HOMESTORE (ATRIUM)
HUA LUN COMMERCIAL
HUMIL INTERNATIONAL TRADING
HLYC TRADING
HEALTH TECH MED. INC.
HIZON LABORATORIES
H.F. ENTERPRISES
IDEA INTERIOR DESIGN
IMPERIAL APPLIANCE CENTER
ILOILO HOME ART FURNITURE
INTERMED PHARMA & MED. SUPPLIES
ILOILO 3B AUTO PARTS
ILOILO BIG J'S MART
ILOILO AQUA SURE WATER STATION
ILOILO YCA DALE TRADING
ILOILO MASTER TRADERS
ILOILO CITY HARDWARE INC.
ILOILO IZEEM COMMERCIAL
ILOILO MASTER TRADERS
ILOILO MG MERCANTILE
ILOILO AGRI-BUSINESS CENTER
INTERNATIONAL ELEVATOR, INC.
JHJ CONSTRUCTION
JESA MOTOR PARTS SUPPLY
JOSMEF ENTERPRISES
JTS CORPORATION
J LANZ ENTERPRISES
JUANTONG LUMBER CO. INC.
JORDAL MEDICAL SYSTEM
KRS DB CONST. & SUPPLY
LNC DIAGNOSTICS
MA. SOCORRO L. ZAMORA METAL CRAFT
MANDAUE FOAM
MEDICE PHARMACEUTICAL INC.
MEDICOTEK INC.
MMJ BIOSYSTEM PHILS. INC.
MULTI L & A
MJM BAMBOO & NIPA DEALER
MERIJR ENTERPRISES INC.
MANILA BULLETIN
MEDICAL CENTER TRADING CORP.
MHR HEALTHCARE COMPANY
MJ BARCELONA CONST. SUPPLY
METRO DRUG. INC.
NEGMED MARKETING
NEWBORN SCREENING CENTER
NIG MARKETING
NEW ALEJADO GLASS ALUMINUM
NEW PANAY GLASS & ALUMINUM
NEW PRIME GAS, INC.
NEWBRIDGE ELECTRICAL ENTERPRISES
NIPPON ENGINEERING WORKS
NEW ASIATIC GLASS ENT., CO.
NATIONAL PRINTING OFFICE
NEGROS MEDICAL TRADING
NARITA ELECTRIC CENTER
NACES APPLIANCE SALES CORP.
NATIONAL STATISTICS OFFICE
NEW LUCENA RICE MILL, INC.
NEW PALMSDALE COMMERCIAL
NEW OK MARKETING
NPK MEDICAL TRADING, INC.
OTING CONST. SUPPLY
OPTIMUM TRADING
OTANI BAZAR
OMNIBUS MED.
OLTEN INSTRUMENTS PHILS. CORP.
PHIL. PACIFIC TRADE, INC.
PANAMED PHILIPPINES INC.
PJ HOME BUILDERS SUPPLY
PUREWOOD LUMBER
PROHAB MERCHANDISE
PROGRESS HOME OFFICE FUR.
PROGRESSIVE MEDICAL CORP.
PHILIPPINE DUPLICATORS INC.
PGA GREEN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS, CO.
PHILS. POSTAL CORP.
QUEZON PAINT & CONST. SUPPLY
RPV ELECTRO TECH. PHILS.
R.T. HARDER I.D. CENTER
ROEST MARKETING
RESPICARE ENT.
RIGHTSTOP UPHOLSTERY SUPPLY
RITEGROUP MARKETING INC.
RBGM MEDICAL EXPRESS SALES, INC.
RG MEDITRON INC.
SIS ELECTRICAL SHOP
ST. PATRICK MEDICAL SYSTEMS
3E AUTO GLASS
SAVIOUR MedVICES INC.
SAN ROQUE SCRAP N' SURPLUS CENTER
SEVEN-SEVEN TRADING
SM APPLIANCE CENTER
THE PHILIPPINE STAR
TLV MOTOR PARTS
TOYOTA ILOILO, INC.
TRIDENT TECHNOLOGIES
TLV MOTOR PARTS
TOPMOST DEV. & MKTG. CORP.
ULTRADE PHILIPPINES SERVICE CORP.
UNITED MED. SYSTEM CORP.
UNI-ART SUPPLY
UNISA TRADERS ENTERPRISES
VAXIMAX MKTG. VENTURES, INC.
VIVA DENTAL SUPPLY
VICTOR L. ALINDAY, JR.
VHIS
VIMIGO MEDICAL DISTRIBUTORS
WINTERFIELD MARKETING
WVSU-PUBLISHING HOUSE & BOOKSTORE
WITE LITE PHILIPPINES CORP.
WEAR HOUSE ENTERPRISES
WANDS PHARMA
WVSU MED. CENTER-MPC
WESTERN VISAYAS MEDICAL CENTER
YANA CHEMODITIES, INC.
WESTERN LAMP & ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
ZUELLIG PHARMA CORP.
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